PUZZLE
TRICOT
We wanted to propose a striped garment with circular
needles, employing one of our most important BIO yarns.
By the use of many Echos colors, our sweater
will warm up your winter.
Yarn: ECHOS col. 3063 green, col. 1945 taupe,
col. 229 yellow, col. 52 beige, col. 2377 salmon.

Needles: circular needles n.8 (length 60 cm
and 40 cm = 23,62 in and 15,75 in)

Weight: 550 g/19.40 oz (3 balls col. taupe, beige,

salmon, 2 balls col. green, yellow)
Tg. 40

Stitches used: 1x1 Rib, Operated Stitch,
Stockinette Stitch.

cm (inch)
46 (18.10)
76 (30)

55 (21.65)

Explanation of Operated stitch
(in round): work over a multiple of 2 stitches +1

22 (8.65)

1st-2nd-3rd round: knit
4th round: *knit 1, purl1*, finish with knit 1

0
84 (33)

5th round: repeat from 1st round

Gauge: 10 cm x 10 cm (4 in x 4 in) = 12 stitches and 18 rounds.
Size 40: for each bigger or smaller size calculate in width 2 cm (0.75 in) more or less, in our gauge

it corresponds to 2 stitches; calculate in height 2 cm (0.75 in) more or less, in our gauge it corresponds
to 4 rounds.

PUZZLE
TRICOT
Knitting front and back

Using circular needle n. 8 (length 60 cm, 15,75 in) and yarn in col.
green, cast on 92 stitches, join into the round, work in 1x1 Rib for
6 rounds, then Operated Stitch for 10 rounds, increasing 1 stitch
on the first round. Change color to col. taupe and work in Operated
Stitch for 20 rounds. Change color to col. yellow and continue
for 12 rounds. Continue with col. beige for 14 rounds, suspend
work to which you will join the sleeves.

Knitting the sleeves

Using circular needles n.8 and yarn in col. green, cast on
25 stitches, join into the round, work in 1x1 Rib for 7 rounds, then
in Operated Stitch for 10 rounds. Change the yarn to col. taupe
and work in Operated Stitch for 20 rounds, then with col. yellow
for 13 rounds. Continue with col. beige for 15 rounds, suspend
work. Make the other sleeve as the first one.

Yoke

Join sleeves to front and back with col. beige making round
of union: work 45 stitches, than cast on 1 new stitch and join
the sleeve onto needle, cast on 2 new stitches and continue
joining other 45 stitches, then cast on 2 new stitches, join
the other sleeve, cast on 2 new stitches and rejoin into the round.
Work in Operated Stitch for 4 rounds always with col. beige, always knitting 2 on the new stitches (they will form
a raglan). Then change to col. salmon and continue starting decrease 1 stitch every 2 rows right before and after
knit stitches of the raglan (increased at joining round).
Continue with col. salmon for 12 rounds, always decreasing at the raglan, then follow with col. taupe for
10 rounds always decreasing. Stop decreasing,
using circular needles of 40 cm (15.75 in)
and col. taupe, knit 5 rounds in Stockinette
Stitch and 12 rounds in 1x1Rib, increasing 2
stitches.Continue with col. salmon increasing 2
stitches on a first round, working in 1x1 Rib for 18
rounds, bind off.

Finishing

Garment is already finished. Wave in and block
any loose ends, join the sleeve seams.

